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Introduction 

During the past ten years, our understanding of writing has changed significantly. It 
was in 1980 that Dick Hayes and Linda Flower first outlined what has since· become the 
standard model for both composition theorists as well as cognitive psychologists stud};ng 
writing. As a result. the focus of research has shifted from the product, of writing to the 
processes of writers. 

Ou,~ng that same period, a revolution also took place in computers. The first Apple 
microcomputer was delivered in 1978. Before that time, virtually all access to computing 
was through mainframe or mini-mainframe machines oper::tted from a central location. 
These machines provided a highly technical, generally unfriendly, computing environment. 
To use the machine, one either went to the central computing facility or a.cessed it remotely 
via telephone line. All that changed with the microcomputer. The computer became 
a personal, rather than public, instrument that could be used wherever electricity was 
avai lable. And t he <'.Ornplex interface of the mainframe was replaced by the more inviting, 
often graphir, interface we have come to associate with the micro. 

These changes in computers also produced changes in computing. One of the most 
important was a shift away from numerical ~o symbolic computing, particularly word 
processing. Writers immediately saw that the user-friendly microcomputer was superior 
to the typewriter or pen as a tool for writing. They could rearrange sections, format 
the document, or produce a complete new draft at will. This new breed of computer 
writer can1e not just from scient ific and technical fields but from the humanities. the ranks 
of students, and from managers and other professionals in business and industry. The 
computer empha.~ized that writing was a common denominator for many differen~ jobs 
and activities and that becoming a better writer helped the individual become a b<'tter 
scholar, student, or professional. 

Not surprisingly, this rapid growth in computer writing led to more advanced writing 
tools. Spelling checkers became an expected part of word processing programs. Recogniz
ing that the structure of a document is separable from the text or content that fits within 
that structure, system developers offered writers programs to help them outline their ideas 
and then write their documents within that framework. Even programs that analyze -
albeit rather crudely - the writer's style are beginning to appear. 

vVhile thcs<.' programs offer wtiters new tools, they do so piecemeal and with minimum 
concern for the large-scale structure of the w1iting task. Their designs often seem driven 
more by what the computer can be easily programmed to do rather than what will help 
writers most. Badly needed are tools designed from the outset to closely match and 
to augment the inherent cognitive processes human beings usc to perform the complex. 
multifaceted task of writing. 

The nature of the interaction between tool and tool user for computer writing invites, 
perhaps demands, a reconciliation between cognitive resenrch and system design. Com
puter writing systems are examples of "intelligence amplification" systems. This type of 
program is intended to help the user think better or more efficiently. Thus, they don't 
work with extrinsic data, such as payroll information or observed data from an experiment, 
but with intrinsic data, data that are part of t.he thought processes of the human being 
using the system. The design of such a system must closely match the mental processes 
of the users performing the supported task. If it does not, the system will intrude on rbe 
user ·s thinking, perhaps distorting as well as slowing down those mental processes. 

The research of cognith·e psychologists and composition theotists off<.'rs important in
~ights that cru1 guide development of mnrc:- compatible computer systems. ln t iH' sections 
that follow, we first review some of their more important theories a1HI experimental re
sults in order to establish a cognitive basis for a computer writing envi ronment. We th('n 



show how those insights influenced key design decisions for a system we are developing. 
While our system could be used by a variety of writers for many different purposes, it 
is intended primarily for professionals who write as a part of ~heir job. Nevertheless, we 
believe it illustrates the important relation between cognitive theory and system design 
and the necessity to consider them together. Our discussion ends with a brief description 
of our efforts to test both the theoretical basis and the system we have developed in accord 
with it. 

Research on Written Com munication 

Introduction 

Research dealing with written communication is extensive and can be found within 
several disciplines. The group most directly concerned wi~h writing, per .!e, are the com
position theorists. While the emphasis they place on students writing within an academic 
setting sometimes limits the generality of their work, their research has provided many 
important insights. especially the role of planning in the overall writing process. 

A second major body of research is that of cognitive psychologists. Important for our 
conccms is their work on the different cognitive pr·ocesses used by write1·s, the different 
intermediate products on which those processes operate, and the succession of subgoals 
writers must set for themselves in order to produce a document. Research on reading 
comprehension is also relevant for identifying the characteristics of written documents 
that mal<e them easier to read and comprehend. 

Reading Comprehension 

Comprehending a written text involves cognitive processes ranging from decoding in
dividual words to abstracting ~he 'gist ' of the text as a whole. As a result of these various 
cognitive processes, readers create a memory repre$entation of the text that is usually quite 
different from the linear sequence of words that they read. This mental representation may 
be similar or dissimilar to the meaning the writer intended to cornn1wlicate. Consequently. 
if writers w~.nt to produce texts that can be read and understood easi ly and accurately, 
they must understand the cogr.titive processes used for reading and the textual features 
tha~ facilitate those processes. 

\Vhile dec:oding individual words is complex activity and a subject of continuing re
search , we will not consider t.hat work here, since writers can do little to affect that process 
other than selecting words that will be known by their readers. Rather. we focus on re
search that addresses the active construction of meaning from, first. combinations of word~ 
and, then, larger segments. ranging from sentences and paragraphs up to the entire text. 

Readers rarely recall text verbatim [Bransford & Franks, 1977: Sachs, 1967). Instead, 
they combine t he m~u.ni.ngs of groups of words to form more abstract mental representation$ 
that are stored and later recalled. i\lany theorists have suggested that text meaning is 
represented as a series of propositions [Anderson. 1983; Kiotsch & van Dijk, 1978J, where 
a proposition is an elemental unit of meaning, composed of concepts rather th~n words, 
that makes nn assertion about an event or state. Thus, a proposition posits a relationship 
between two or more concepts. A sentence may be broken into more than one proposition, 
but a gi,·en proposition may also be expr('Ssed by se,·eral altC'rnati"e sentences. 

The meaning of connected text is also transmitted through relnt iouships bet-ween seu
trnces and their w1dcrlying propositions. These relationships, called ·'coherence rclatinns," 
are conveyed by a number of rhewrical devices, the most well-studied being common ref
erents. The mental representation of such relationships can be symbolized by a 'coherence 
~raph', which shows the links among a number of propositions [IGntsch S.: van Dijk, 1978]. 
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Coherence graphs indicate that many texts can be represented as hierarchical structures 
in which key propositions are linked to subordinate propositions. Thus. by selecting a 
major superordinate idea and then relating subordinate ideas to it, one can constr uct a tree
diagram or "text base" that indicates the content structure of t he text. The psychologic!~.! 
reality of such a representation is supported by the fact that recall of a proposition is 
significantly affected by the position of that proposition in the hierarchy: propositions 
high in the tree structure are recalled by experimental subjects better than propositions 
lower in the structure (Meyer, 1975; Kintsch & Keenan, 1973; Britton, ~!eyer, Hodge, & 
Glynn, 1980]. 

The process by which the individual links in the hierarchy are constructed ha:. been 
examined in detail by Kintsch & van Dijk [1978]. In order to build a text base, the reader 
follows a step-by-step process in which the propositions in a sentence are related to referents 
in adjacent sentences. Since short-term memory can retain only a few propositions at a 
time, the read<'r first attempts to connect a new proposition to one already in short-term 
memory. If the link is made, the new text being processed is perceived liS coherent wii.h 
the text just read. If not, an inferential bridging process is initiated ro locate a similar 
proposition in long-term memory and place it in shon-tenn memory. Dut in this last case, 
comprehension is slowed considerably IKintsch & van Dijk, 1978j. Thus. textual features 
that highlight relations among propositions facilitate comprehension. 

The structure of a written text is not limited co the relat ionships between adjacent 
sentences. Recent theories of reading comprehension deal with t he more global strudtu·e of 
the text as well as lower level structures. Van Dijk, (1980] in particular has been concerned 
with the "macrostructure" of the text. Beginning with the first phrase in the first sentence, 
readers form and test hypotheses as to the overall point of the paragraph. Subsequent 
s<>ntences cause them to revise their hypotheses. As readers proceed through the text, 
1IH:y abstract from the paragraphs generalizations and hypotheses concerning the main 
poi11ts of sections, chapters, even the entire piece. The resulting mental representation of 
the text is a hierarchical macrostructure with the main point(s) of the piece at the top nnd 
~uccessivcly more detailed summary propositions or "macrofacts" at lower levels. 

Thus, as readers comprehend texts they analyze those texts at several levels simulta
neously. At a local level, they integrate individual propositions by establishing common 
referents, conditional relations, etc. At a global level, they form hypotheses as to the 
higher level meaning structure of the text, i.e. , the main point of each paragraph, the 
supl'rordinate point of each section, etc. 

The simultaneous demands of loc.:-.1 and glob!l.! analysis place a tremendous cognitiYe 
burden on the reader. TheS<' demands are somewhat lightened by the fact that readers 
often approach a text ,..;th some knowledge of what the global structurt> of that text will 
be. For example, readers of au experimental a.rtide expect the introduction to provide a 
rationale for the experiment. Readers of a fairy tale ex'"])ect the iui tial sentences to provide 
a setting for the st.ory. These preconceived ideas about the structures of various types 
of texts have been labelled "schemata" by cognitive scientists, and their importance in 
text comprehension has been amply demonstrated (See Bower i: Cirilo j19S5J for a brief 
review). 

The schema for a certain type of text may be activated either by the context in which 
the text is found (e.g., one exp€:cts to read <Ul cxperimentalll.rticle when it is publishNI in 
a rt:'rtain type of journal) or by characteristics of the text itself. Once a particular schema 
is <lctiwued. readers expect the text to ha,·<' a certain structure. and they search tht> text 
for the propositions that can fill pre-established positions in that stntcture. If the text is 
structured as the schema suggests. comprehension is facilitatPd. If not, comprehen~ion is 
impaired [Kintsch & Greene. 1078; Thorndyke, l !li7J . 

However, even when the general structure of a text is dictated by a relatively fixed 
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schema , the more detailed structure is not. For example, although readers expect the 
introduction of an experimental paper to provide the ration:lle for t he experiment , that 
rationale may be st ructured in many different ways. The reader depends on the te),."t itself 
to re,·eal the particular structure for that particular case. furthermore, for many types of 
technical prose, no schema exists, i.e., there is no set form that all documents follow. lu 
these cases, the reader is completely dependent on cues provided by the writer in order to 
successfully comprehend the macrostn.tcture of the tex t. 

Whether or not the reader has a pre-existing schema, the process of abstracting struc
ture is not foolproof. Success is gauged by the extent to which the reader derives from the 
text the main points the writer wished to communica.te. All of us have had the experience 
of discussing an article with a colleague who derived an entirely different message t han we 
did. In the case of aesthetic literature, such ambiguity may be tolerable, e,·en desirable. 
But for technical prose. it represents a failure on the part of the writer. 

What strategies1 t hen, can we recommend to writers to increase the probability that 
readers will comprenend the macrostructure of their texts? First, the writer must have 
a clear idea of what that structure is. Second. that structure should be made explicit in 
the document. If van Dijk is right in claiming that readers formulate hypotheses as to 
the main point of a paragraph or sections as soon as t.hey begin to read the first so:-nt.encc, 
then the writer can lighten readers' cognitive load by making those points as accessible 
as possible. Third, the writer should keep in mind readers' pre-existing expectations 
(schemata) concerning the structure of the text. U the text ~;olates expectations, the 
writer must be particularly clear in indicating the intended structure of the text. 

Hierarchical structure is particularly important in text organization. Various theories 
of reading comprehension agree that at both local and global levels, readers attempt to 
abstract the hierarchical structure of text, i.e .. they constantly try to locate the main 
point of a paragraph, section, or entire text. Once identified, the main point can then be 
represented in long-term memory while subordinate or irrelevant poin ts are allowed to be 
forgotten. 

Research indicates that specific features which signal the structure of the text facili
tate comprehension. For example, thematic titles presented prior to a well-structured text 
significantly increase free recall of the content of that text [Schwartll & Flammer. 1981]. 
\Vi thin a text, advance organi<l('fS - passages containing the main concepts of a text or sec
tion of text but at a higher level of abstraction- positively affect comprehension !Ausubel, 
1963]. Hierarchical texts in which the structure is signaled or cued are comprehendecl more 
effectively than texts in which the structure is not signaled [Meyer , Brandt,& Bluth, 1980]. 
And at the paragraph level , inclusion of a topic- or theme-sentence in the initial position. 
rather than in an internal position or not at all. results in more accurate comprehension 
;Kieras, 1980: Williams, Taylor, & Ganger, 1981). Thus, clear signaling of the aut.hor"s 
mtended hierarchical structure of concepts through typographic and rhetorical conventions 
strongly influences th<' reader's comprehension of <t text. 

G uidelines for Effective Documents 

T hesf' result s o ff"er clear advice for writers. That advice can be consolirlated and 
restated as the follo";ng guidelines: 

• Strucwred documents are more easily comprehended than unstruc:tured ones. 



• Hierarchical structure is a particularly effective. perhaps optimal, fonn. 
• Textual features that signal or cue the hierarchical structure of a document increase 

its comprehensibility. T hese include: 
- Descriptive titles 
-Advance organizers, or summaries 

-for the document as a whole 
- for major sections 
-for individual paragraphs (particularly topic-sentences in initial positions). 

vVhi le these guidelines do not guarantee success, they suggest that a document that is 
lllerarchically structured should be understood more easily and more accurately than one 
that is not . Since the indi,-idual points made by a document are understood as they relate 
to one another. their aggregate impact is likely to be more convincing when these relations 
culminate in a single high-level concept as opposed to the same points taken individually or 
related in non-hierarchical ways. Consequemly, writers that follow these guidelines should 
produce doctuJLents t hat al'e more efficient and more effective than those who do not . 

These guidelines can also serve as a target for developers who wish to bui ld more 
effective computer writing environments. The functions and organization of such systems 
should help writers. naturally and unobtrusively, construct documents with these features. 
Critical questions for research, then, are the strategies writers use to transform loosely 
connected networks of ideas into coherent, tightly-structured hiera.t·chical documents and 
the architecture of computer systems that can assist them in this process. We will rettlrn 
to these questions, below, when we describe our attempt to develop such a system. 

The Cognit ive Processes o f Writ ers 

So far, in identifying some of the more important characteristics that make a document 
readable, we have been concerned primarily with the products of wri ting. Here, we consider 
the processes writers usc to produce those products. 

Cognitive psychol';.~!ts have been slow to tum their attemion to writing, perhaps 
because drawing gener · ations about the mental processes that underlie an activity that 
is so open-ended is difficult. Psychologists feel more comfortable studying situations in 
which a specific ~timulus is presented, a specific response is requested. and t he response 
is then analyzed to infer the cognitive processes that in tervened between stimulus and 
response. Writing does not fit this general paradigm. The environmental variables that 
lead a writer lo write are not usually well-specified: the response - the written product. -
is c-omplex and difficult to analyze objecti,·ely; and the processes that int-ervene betw('t>n 
stimulus and response vary immensely from individual to individual. 

In spite of these difficult ies, an increasing number of cognitive psychologists and corn
pol>ition t-heorists are becoming interested in the cognitive processes that go on while a 
person is writing. In reviewing their work. we will focus on research d<>aling with the 
cognitive strategies used by writers since our goal is to de,·elop better computer tools to 
rnhance those strategies. We will be particularly concerned with the strategies writers 
use to generate and modify ~he stmcture of their docun1ents, rather than strategies thnr 
underlie the composition of individual sentcnc<'s. 

In much of the early literMure on comptlSit ion. producing a document was assumed to 
invoh·e three consecutive stages: planning. writing, and revi3ing. During the first stage. 
writers gathered and orgacized their ideas. During the second stage, they translated these 
id<>as in coherf'nt text. Dlli·ing the third stage, they r<>vised that trxt to producc the 
final document. As most of us can testify from our experiences a.< \Vfiters, the process of 
writing is much more compl<'x than indicated by this simple three-stage model. lnd<'l'd, 
the model seems morf' prescdptivc than descript ive: It says more about how some teachers 
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think we should write than how we actuo.lly do write. Recent research on the cognitive 
processes of wri ters hM indicated that the three-stage sequential model is indeed a gros~ 
over-simplification of what goes on during writing. At the same time, that research also 
suggests that the recommendation to isolate the various phases of writing. thereby reducing 
cognitive load, is valid. In the remarks that follow, we will look at research that describes 
the strategies writers use to manage these various phases. 

Research on the role of planning in writing has taken many forms. Populations ranging 
from elementary school children to professional writers have been studied. Methods ha,·e 
ranged from formal studies, in which instructions to outline were experimentally evalu
ated, to observat ional studies , in which a single professional author recorded his thoughts 
throughout the process of writing an <U·ticle. The results of such a broad range of studies 
are hard to summarize, especially since few of those studies were motivated by a compre
hensive model of writing. However, the research does seem to converge on the conclusion 
that skilled nnd mature writers, when compared to unskilled and immature writers, pla11 
what they are going to write and often separate the planning phase of writing from the 
composing phase. 

Developmentally, the strategy of planning a document, in contrast to simply writing 
whatever comes to mind, emerges fairly late in childhood. This point has been made 
most clearly by Bereiter and Sca.rdamalia [1987], who asked children of various ages to 
produce a written plan for a paper they were going to write. They found that children 
under the age of 14 produced "plans" that were nothing more than rough drafts of the 
papers themselves. Tll.is result is consistent with the general finding that when writing, 
children often simply tell all they know about a given topic, as t hey would in a conversat ion 
[Dereiter & Scardamalia, 1987]. As children learn to express themselves in written as well 
as spoken language, they only gradually acquire the strategy of planning what they want to 
say. Bereiter and Scardamalia [1987) found that older students, when asked, can produce 
plans that are distinct from the text itself. But other investigators have shown that even 
high school and college students devote little time to planning before they begin to write 
and that few produce written outlines [Humes, 1983]. 

Given that the ability to produce a written plan increases with age, one might ask 
whether written plans actually improve the qualitf of the final document. Rcsem·ch on 
adult writet·s indicates that they do. Kellog [1983 hypothesized that writing an outline 
before beginning to compose a draft would reduce both the capacity demands and the 
memory load associated with composing. He compared two groups of college students, 
one that was asked to produce an outline before beginning to compose a complex letter 
ancl one thM was not. Using the method of 'trained introspection,' he asked all subjects 
to indicate once per minute whether they were planning, translating (i.e., composing sen
tences), or revising. Results indicated that the subjects who outlined spent more of their 
actual writing time translating and producing text judged to be more effective and better 
developed than those that did not. In a survey of faculty members, Kellog also found that 
those who were the most productive used outlines. 

In ~he studies reported above. writers were instructed to produce written plans before 
beginning to write. Clearly not all planning results in a written plan. Nor does all planning 
t~ke place before the writer begins to compose a draft . A number of researchers have asked 
what planning stl:ategics wnters aclop~ when they arc not explicitly instructed to produc<> 
written plans. Matsuhashi [1981] assumed that whenever writers pause during the act of 
writing they must b<' planning. She studied videotapes of writers to determin<' exactly 
when planning takes place. Results based on one skilled high school writer indicated 
that planning took place throughout composition, both wi tbin and between sentences. 
Furthermore, a project that required the subjects to generali~e rather than simply narrate 
required more planning lime. 
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unfortunately. the fact that a. writer pauses during writing does not tell \lS much 
about what mental processes were taking place during lhe pause. The writer may have 
been planning the next sentence or simply daydreaming. To address this issue requires 
more powerful observational and analytic techniques. It also requires a broader orientation 
in which planning is viewed in the context of the overall writing process and wt·iters' 
strategic movement between the different phases of that process. The r<>~earchers who 
have addressed these issues most directly are Linda Flower and John Hayes. 

While the work of Flower and Hayes as been far-ranging, we will be concerned here 
with three major contributions. The first is method. Flower and Hayes were the first to 
usc thinking aloud protocols extensively as a method for looking into the writer's mind 
dlll"ing the writing process. The second contribution has been a numbet· of informal ob
servations on the writing task, observations that indicate how varied the plans, mental 
representations, and goals generated by the writer are. Third is their formal model. Their 
model goes well beyond the earlier three-stage model by indicating how alternative writing 
strategies might be represented formally. Although it falls short of capturing the rich
ness suggested by their informal observations, it is an important first step toward a mor<' 
rigorous understanding of writers' cognitive processes. 

As noted above, some researchers have assumed that when writers pause, they are 
planning. Commotl sense tells us, however, that this is not always t he case. Rather 
than make such assumpt ions , we need a more informative way to study what is going on 
in the writer 's head. One way is to ask writers to tell the ex:perimenter what they are 
thinking. The resulting record of verbalized thoughts is called a. "think-aloud protocol.., 
Such protocols have been widely used to study problem solving. John Hayes and Linda 
Flower, who view writing as a. type of problem-solving, imported the technique for studying 
writing. 

The technique is certainly not petfcct and has generated considerable debate [Nisbett 
& Wilson, 1977; Ericsson & Simon, 1980; Ericsson & Simon, 1984]. Not all cognitive 
processes that go on during writing or any other mental activity are accessible to the 
writer's conscious awareness. Furthermore, requiring writers to think aloud may change 
the writing process. Nevertheless. analysis of such protocols has provided important clues 
as to how writers work. We will discuss Flower and Hayes use of this method in more 
detail below when we describe their attempts to verify their model of ~he writing process. 

A second major accomplishment of Flower and Hayes h<\S been to show the complexity 
and diversity of the cognitive processes that go on during writing. They hnve convincingly 
argued that the three-stage model is a vast oversimplification and that any realistic model 
m\lSt provide for many different strategies for combining the various subprocesses involved 
in writing. 

In their informal observations. Flower and Hayes have looked at the planning process 
for writing from several points of view. From one perspective, wri ting is a goal-directed 
process. Starting wi th the overall goal of producing a document wi th cert11i n c.ha.racteris
Lics, writers develop a hierarchy of subgoals. Thus, for example, if the ov£'r~ll goal is to 
write a publishable experimental paper in a. psychological journal, tht- writer may set a 
~ubgoal to review the literature in such a way as to h.il?hlight the need for a particular study. 
and. perhaps, a sub-subgoal to disctiSS the shor tcommgs of a pertinent study. Flower and 
Hayes have also shown that expert writers develop more elaborate goal structures than 
novice writers [Hayes & Flower, 1986]. 

From ano ther point of view, the writer is seen as juggling a set of constraints [Hayes 
& Flower, l!l80). The final docum..:nt must integrate the writer's knowledge of th<> sub
ject, must be cxprCS$t>d in syntactically correct sentenc<'S, and must accomplish a certain 
pw·pose. Since meeting all these constraints simultaneously places too large a cogniti\"e 
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load on wriLers, they develop strategies to lighten the load by relaxing one or another of 
the constraints duru1g different phases of writing. For example, during brainstorming, the 
writer relaxes the requirement that ideas be integrated. During otganization, the writer 
relaxes Lhe constraillt that ideas be expressed in sentences but increases the requirC'ment 
that ideas be integrated. 

From a third point of view, writing requires that information be transformed through a 
series of representations, in which each successive representation is a closer approximation 
to formal lang\tage (Flower & Hayes, 1984]. Some of the intermediate forms typically 
produced by writers include words and phrases, visual images, loosely organized semantic 
networks, outlines, and verbatim segments. 

Flower's and Hayes' informal observations on the nature of the writing process are 
filled with perceptive insights as to why writing is such a frustrating and at the same' time 
satisfying activity. Their formal model attempts to go further by providing a systematic 
description of writers' cognitive processes and their strategies for managing those processes. 
To express Lhe model, Flower and Hayes use the three types of representation most common 
in cognitive psychology: the box model, the flow chart, and the production system. 

Their box model, shown in Figure 1 , has three major components: the task envi
ronment, which consists of everything outside the writer's head; the writer's long-term 
memory; and the "monitor," a kind of homunculus which directs the actual cognitive pro
<>csses of writing. The monitor is shown as directing three types of processes, reminiscent 
of the three phases in the stages model: pla.tming. translating. and reviewing. 

The difference between the Flower and Hayes model and the stage model is that the 
three processes do not take place ill a fi.-xed order. The range of possible sequences is 
described by the production systems shown in Figure 2. The system at the top is general 
to all writers. It indicates that under certain circumstances. "edit" processes (rule 1) and 
"generate'' processes (rule 2) can interrupt other ongoing processes, but otherwise the 
active ~oal dictates the activity. That is, when the goal is to generate. writers "geO<'rate·• 
(rule 7), when the goal is to oranize, they "organize "(rule 8), etc. 

The system at the bottom of Fig\tre 2 shows four possible writing strategies, which 
Hayes and Flower refer to as ·'configurations." Each of these can be inserted as rules 3-6 in 
the general system shown at the top. For example, in Strategy (Configuration) 4, wdters 
follow the conventional three-stage model: they generate all the ideas to be included in the 
text (rule 3), organize them (rule 4), translate them all into text {rule 5). and then review 
the text (rule 6). On the other hand, in Strategy l, writers generate an idea, organize it 
(it's not cle11r how one idea can be organized), translate it inoo text, review that text, and 
begin again. In other words, one idea is completely processed before the next is generated. 

The subprocesses involved in the three major types of writing act ivities are represented 
by flow charts. As an example. the flow chart for the "generate" process is shown in Figure 
3. It shows Lhat ideas are generated in chains, that the previous idea was considered useiul 
t>nongh to include in the plan, and that the goal is still to generate. The flow chart 
allows for the possibility that. the writer will either wriLe down or not write down tlw ideas 
generated. 

These models attempt to bring the modeling techniques of cogniti,·e psychology to bear 
on the process of writing. But the question is, what does tlus formalization provide that 
less formal descriptions do not? Typically, cognitive psychologists justify fonnal models 
by arguing that they alonf' are sufficiently expli<·iL to be testable. Ideally, a formal model 
generates predictions that can be matched against empirical data. Discrepancies bctween 
model and data lead to modifications in the model. But exactly what type of obsen·ation 
would cause Hayes and Flower to modify or reject their model"! \Vhat kind of think aloud 
protocol would disconfinn some feaLu.re of the model? 
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Figure 2: 
Flower and Hayes Production Model 
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Figure 3: 
Flower and Hayes Flow Chart Model 
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Looking first at the box model that represents the overall structure of the process, we 
might ask what feattu·cs are open to question. The most likely flaw in the box model is 
that it omits factors that arc important in the writing process, ~uch as time constraints. A 
second could be that some processes that go on during writing may not be categorizable as 
"planning." "translating." or ·'reviewing.'' Third, some protocol statements may combine 
two processes (see\ for example, Berkenkotter 's [19831 analysis of an experienced writer's 
thinking processes). And some may not fit into any o( the three categories. Otherwise, its 
is hard to sec how the structure could be shown to be inaccurate. 

Turning to the flow chart for the generation process, it is again difficult to see how data 
from think-aloud protocols could show it to be incorrect, although many protocols might 
lack sufficient detai l to test the model. The model specifies that if the writer's present 
goal is to generate ideas, he or she will use the currem memory probe to search memory 
and either succeed or fail in generating an idea. A writer might easily fail to report in 
the protocol that his or her current intention wa-5 to generate a.nd might also fail to report 
which, if any, memory probe was used to search memory. In other words, matching the flow 
chan aguin~t the protocol data might be very difficult. On the other hand, the protocol 
might disconfirm the model by suggesting that writers use a single probe again and again 
to generate a series of ideas. 

The production system showing the interaction between generating, organizing, trans
lating, and revising seems the most susceptible to revision on the basis of protocol analysis. 
For example, it seems likely that many writers would fail t.o follow any of the four strategies 
suggested by the model and that a hybrid version would be found in the protocols. 

Whi le analysis of protocols could raise problems such as these and, in turn, lead to 
refinement of the model , they have nol. Hayes and Flower [1980J have published only one 
preliminary attempt to test the model. The data they present is a single protocol, charac
terized in Figure 4, produced by a single writer. In making their case, they assumed that 
the output of the generation process was words and sentence fragments, the output of the 
organization process was indented fragments. and the output of translation was complete 
sentences. On the basis of cornmems from the protocol, such as "And what rll do now is 
jot down random thoughts," they concluded that the writer was best described by Strat
egy 4, i.e., the goals of generating, planning, and translating were adopted sequentially. 
They tL.eo divided the protocol into three segments: a generate segment (intert'ttpled oc 
casionally by editing), an organize segment (interrupted by generating <md editing), and a 
translate sc>gment (also interrupted by generating and editing). (At the time of publication, 
they had not analyzed the sect.ion of the protocol dealing with revision.) They then te~ted 
the hypothesis that wri t.ten output generated during the t hr~>e protocol segm<'uts would 
be of the appropriate types, e.g .. that words and Eragments would be produced duriug the 
"generate"' s<>grnent. The hypothesis was confirmed: the majority of the written output 
wru; of the appropriate type. 

According to Hayes and F lower [1980], analysis of tllis one protocol provided a "rigorous 
test" of the model. In fact, the analysis showed that when a writer said that he was going 
to generate ideas. he produced output that looked like ideas; when he said he was going 
to organize, the output looked like an organized plan; and when he said he was ready 
to write. ho produccci output t.hat looked like written text. Thus, they concluded. the 
protocol supports Productions 7-9 in Figure 2. 

Dut one must a.~k what kiud of protocol wmtld ha,·e caused them to re,·ise their pro
ductions? Suppose, for example. the writer had said, ··Now 1'11 jot down some idcns.~ and 
then proceeded to write down complete, conne<:tccl sentencrs. Would Hayes and Flow<'r 
have modified Pmduction i to read: 

!(goal = generaLe) - translatej'? 
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Figure 4: 
Flower and Hayes Characterization of Protocol 
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Or, as seems more likely, would they reincerpret wha~ looks like a goal statement- i.e., 
decide t hac by 'ideas' the writer had rl'ally meant text - or conclude that the writer had 
changed thl' goal "ithout saying so? 

A more severe criticism of this protocol analysis as a "rigorous test" of the Hayes and 
Flower mociel is that it involves a single subject who, they note, had "especially clear 
indications of ongoing writing processes." What of other Wtiters? Did cheir protocols 
support the model, disconfirm it, or were they simply not clear enough to support a 
judgment? 

Testing a formal model against think aloud protocols is extremely difficult. Few of 
the elements of the model can be observed directly and accurately. For example, wri ters 
may not articulace their goals. In face, they may noc even be conscious of them. Even the 
intermediate products of writing, e.g., ideas to be included or an organization plan, may 
not be mentioned in the protocol or observed in the output. Perhaps for these r<:'asons or 
for others, in the eight years since it was published, Hayes and Flower have not refined 
thei r model of the planning process in response to actual protocols. While it may pro,-ide 
an intuitive sense of writers· s~rategies. it bas been less successful at predicting actual. 
observable patterns or providing a rigorous, systematic understanding of writing. 

Flower and Hayes have been more successful at abstracting infot~n<\l observat ions frotiJ 
their protocols. T hey identified a number of different cognitive processes used by writers. 
They showed in their research on multiple representations that writers produce not just 
t<:'Xt but a variety of different information forms. And they showed that writing is not a 
simple process involving three sequential stages but, rather, is a complex task that involves 
multiple goals and recursive i1wocation of one cognitive process from another. Whi le their 
formal model has not been completely successful, their work as a whole represents the 
largest single contribution to our understanciing of the writing process. 

Cognitive Modes 

The \VOrk of Flower and Hayes. Bereiter and Scardamalia. and the other researchers 
cited above provides a rich body of concepts with which tounderstand the writing process. 
In this section, we will draw on that material in an attempt to build a cognitive basis for 
a computer writing environment. Most important are the concepts of cogniti'l!e proceJ~e3, 
intermediate prodv.ct3. goals, and C011$tro.int.s. While each of these constituent~ is impor
tant, they take on added significance in combination. For example, to achieve a pnrtiC'ular 
goal, writ~rs use particular mental processes to produce particular intermediate products; 
however, both processes and products <•rc constrained in ways (;onsistem with that goal. 
In ~he remarks that follow. we examine the relations among these four elements. To clarify 
these interdependencies, we introduce the concept of cog•litave mode. 

Intuitively, a cognitive mode is a particular way of thinking that writers adopt in order 
to accomplish som£> part of the overall writing task. For example. enrly in the process. 
writers frequently engage iu an <>xploratory mode of thinking. The goals for tbis acti,;ty 
arc not to produce a draft of the document or even an organizational plan. but rather to 
externalize ideas and to consid<'r various rdations among them. Consequently, this way of 
thinking often carrirs with it a pa.rtict1lar mood - rela...xecl. open to different possibili ti<'s, 
perhaps even playful. These goals and the accompanying rela.xat ion of constnl.ints are in· 
herent in the mode. part of what makes exploratory thinking ezplor11tory rather than orgll· 
niz11tional or some other form. Similarly, l'ertaiu forms are a.p]>ropriatl'ly produl'l'rl during 
exploration whilP others are not. For example, words or phmses are t.yp ically jott<'cl do"'n 
to rep resent 1u1 idea; sustained prose is usua.lly not. To produce' t b~se pl'elimimu·y working 
products. writers emphasize particular cognitive processes and not others. For example. 
recall, representation. clustering, assol'iating, and noting superordinate/suborciinate wla
tions are fnvored during exploration; sustll.ined linguistic encoding, large-scale abstraction. 
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and close analysis of text gener11.1ly are not. Thus, a mode of thinking integrates particul;,r 
sets of goals, constraints, products, and cognitive processes into a complcz 10hole. 

Looking more precisely at each of the constituents, we mean by product the symbol
ization of a concept or relation among concepts. vVhile one can experience an amorphous 
thought, to relate that idea to other ideas, to recall it later, or to communicate it, oue must 
transform it into symbolic form. Different cognitive modes provide differem options for 
representation. such as words, notes and other jottings, outlines, and other forms. Thus, 
different forms tend to prevail in different modes. Some representations eventually become 
part of the final written document. Some do not. Those that do not are considered inter
mediate products that serve as stepping stones on t.he path [rom early, inchoate thinking 
to the final, refined document. 

Proce$$C$ act on products. In one mode, the processes might be per<"<'iving an associa
tive relation between two ideas or noting that one is subordinate or superordinate to th<' 
other. In another mode, the process might be constructing a large, integrated hlcrarcbical 
struct.ure cornposcd of roauy such suborclinatefsuperordinate relat ions. [n still anolhcr, 
an encoding process might transform a word or phrase that represents an idea into a sen
t<-nce that e:~.1>resses it. Thus, differen~ cognitive processes operate on clifferent cogniti,·e 
products to define them or to transform one form into another. 

The goo.lJ for a mode represent the writer's intentions in adopting that particular way 
of thiaking. While goals may be abstract, they are manifest in the target or final produr.t 
the writer aims to produce. Goals are, thus, linked to the specific forms available in a 
given mode and, consequently, are implici t withln that mode. For example. the goals for 
exploration are to externalize ideas and to consider various possible relations among small 
groups of ideas. But they are realized in particular concrete forms: words, phrases. or 
oth~r symbols; clusters of such symbols; and small relational structures represented in 
Vt\flOUS ways. 

The conJtraint3 for a mode determine t he choices avai lable. Constraints are r·elaxed 
or lightened in accord with writers' large scale strategies in electing different modes of 
thlnking for different purposes. For example, during exploration, coo:>traims are relaxed 
to encourage spontaneity and flexibility and to increase the pool of potential ideas. Duriag 
organization, constraints are tightened in order to build a coherent organizational plan. 
Du1ing writing, r,hey are tightened still further as the writer produces cont inuous prose. 

While products, processes, goals, and constraints can be discussed individually. they 
form a unified whole. Thus. specific interdependencies are inherent within the various 
modes. \\nco writers enter a particular mode of thinking, they do so in order to acbieve a 
particular goal. That goal will be represented as a product of a particular rype and will be 
produced by a specific set of cognit.ive processes in accord with constraints appropriate for 
that mode. These combination8 dctem:tine the kinds of objects thac can be conceptualized, 
the kinds of relations that can be formulated among them, and the end product t hat can 
be produced in that mode of thought. The cogniti,·e modes and their constituents that we 
bt>lieve are most important for writers are shown in Figure 5. 

E)..1>erienced writers are likely to use these v11.1ious modes in accord with conscious 
strategies. Stmt<>gies may be global, corr<>spondiug, for example. to the large-scalP shifts 
from pl11.11ning, to writing, to revising. Or they may be local. as in the case of recmsive 
reapplication of planning mode during writing. Thus, writers shift cognitive modes in 
order to focus on one set of acti,·it ies at a time and a,·oid dealing with all phases of the 
writing proc~ at once - an impossible task. They also shift modes in response to :>(>l'cifi\ 
problems in the structure of ideas they art> currently working on. 

The u~e of cognitive moclrs in accord with a global st rategy should produce a pro
gression of cognitive products that, in general, is orderly and predict;•blc. As we noted 
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Figure 5: 
Cognitive Modes for Writing 
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Figure 5 (cont.): 
Cognitive Modes for Writing 
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above, concepts are externalizod, clustcredhand linked into a loose network of associations 
during exploration. During organizat ion, t at loose network of ideas is transformed into a 
coherent structure for the document-, which for expository writing is normally a hierarchy. 
During writing, the individual concepts and relations in the organizational plan are trans
formed into continuous prose, graphic images, or other developed forms. Editing is the 
process of refining the structure and eA-pressiou of the document produced dw:ing writing. 

However, this flow is not one-way and continuous. as suggested by the stages model. 
Rather, modes rna;- be engaged recursively to solve specific problems. As a result, the 
Row of intermediate products may be reversed or restarted. For example, wri ters may find 
while organizing tLut they do not have critical information needed for a particular sect ion. 
Rather than interrupt the currcm mode in order to get that information, they may elect 
to continue and leave the section in question undeveloped. Later, when the missing data 
is available, they would interrupt their writing, revert to organization or perhaps even 
exploratory mode, and build the missing branch of the document's structure. When the 
missing piece has been filled in, they would then resume writing. Thus, the general pattern 
in the transformation of intermediate products is predictable, but it may be interrupted 
for a specific, local reason. 

In descl'ibing cognitive modes, we have suggested a number of predict ions raised by the 
concept . For e.xample, different modes should be preferred at different times in the overall 
writing process. Recursive invocation of one mode from another should be traceable to 
specific features or problems in the product currently being developed. Specific sets of cog
nitive processes should be used in conjunction with one another and with specific cognitiv<> 
products. Thus, the general concept of cognit ive mode as well as the specific modes shown 
in Figure 5 both generate hypotheses that can and should be tested experim«>ntally. We 
return to this issue in section three of this paper when we describe several new te<"hniques 
we have developed for protocol analysis and the particular hypotheses we are examining. 

Implications for System D esign 

Intr oduction 

In the previous section, we re,;ewed research in written communication in order to 
synthesize principles for developing a computer writing environment that would closely 
match the cognitive processes of writers. Here, we examine several key clesign decisions we 
made in light of those principles in our attempt to build an advanced Wri~ing Environment 
(called WE). 

~lost import ant is the question of a single-mode system versus a multimodal design. 
Should all functions always be available t.o the user or should ~hey be divided so that only 
certain comb ina~ions can be used at a.uy one time? Vfe also consider the dynamirs of the 
sy,;tem. As the writer transforms information expressed in one form into another. how 
can this flow of intermediate products best be managed a.ud supported·? This discussion 
is interlraved with our consid<>ration of modes. The section ends with a brief description 
of features Lha.t might have been included in WE but were Mt. 

~l ultimodal Design 

In the previous section, we suggested that writing can be viewed as a complex process 
involving different cognitive modes. A key question for sy~tcm design. then, is how best 
to support these different cogniti,·e modi'S and th<' Row of inrermediat<> produns among 
them·? 
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Two approaches are possible. In a single mode system, all system fwlctions would 
always be available. For a writing environment, the set of fWlctions would be the union of 
those required to support all of the cognitive processes for the different cop,nitive modes. 
A mult imodal approach would divide the environment into separate system modes, each 
corresponding to one of the cognitive modes. If the second approach was followed, Pach 
system mode would include only the functions appropriate for its corresponding cognitive 
mode. 

We adopted a multimodal system design for several reasons. As we discussed in the 
previous section, writers seem to mMage the overall writing task by dividing that process 
into phases in wlllch they engage different cogni tive modes. Each mode is unique in terms 
of its particular combination of processes, products, goals, and constraints. Consequent!~·. 
supporting these large-grained "chunks" of activity, each with its own unique requirements. 
in separate systt'm modes sC('med both natural and efficient: natural, in that syst<'m 
architecture would both mirror and reinforce cognitive strategy; efficiPnt, in that specific 
system operations could be mlltched closely with specific co~nitive processes. Also, sp<>rifi(' 
rules for the objects that con be created and manipulated 111 each system mode (Ould be 
matched with the specific intermediate products that writers define and transfonn i11 tht' 
corresponding cognitive mode, in accord with the goals Md constraints for that mode. 

Consequently, WE provides four system modes, each represented in a different window 
on the computer screen. We label these network mode, tree mode, .-:ditor mode, and text 
mode. They correspond to the exploratory, organizational, wr~Ling, and editing Modes 
of writing, respect ively. They are initially displayed on the screen as shown in Figure 6. 
However, the screen can be reconfigured so that any single mode or combination of modes 
can be enlarged to occupy the entire screen. We did not include a mode for situational 
analysis, and we included only one mode for editing. Our reasons for both decisions are 
explained, below. 

Network Mode 

;{etwork mode, shown in the upper left quadrant of Figure 6 and expanded in Figure 
i, provides an environment tailored to the exploratory mode. The cognitive proct'$SCS 
emphasized during exploration include retrieving potential concepts from long-term mem
ory and/or from external sources, representing these concepts in symbolic form, clustering 
them, Md noting specific relations among sm~tll groups of concepts. such as association or 
superordinate/subordinate relations. The intermediate products that are usually produced 
include indi,,idual concepts. clusters of associated ideas, and small relational structur<'S. 
Since constraints are minimal in this cognitive mode. the emphasis is on Aexibility and free
dom so that ~he writer can consider various t'Clational possibilities. These conditions can 
be met by a »ystem mode Lhat conforms to an underlying set of rules consistent with those 
for a network - or, more specifically. a directed graph - embedded in a two-dimension~tl 
space. To see why these 1'\lles are appropriate and to give a feel for the actual operation of 
the system. we describe. below. how the writer creates each form of interrnedia~.e product 
normally produced during exploration. 

The systC"m permits t he writer to rcpr<'sent an idea by creating a small box ( notle in 
graph theory terminology) that contains a word or phrase signifying that concept. The 
writer creates the node simply by pointing with a mouse to the place on the screen where 
it is to be placed, selecting the "create" option from a menu. Md thl'n typing a word or 
phrase to repr<'l;Cnt the conC<'(>t. 

To cluster two nodes or idr11s, the writer selects one of them and then points to the 
place on thc- scrr·en where it should be placrd. 

To define a relationship between a pair of nodes that is s tronger tlmn simple sptttia.l 
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Figure 6: 
WE Initial Display 
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proximity, the writer can create a directed link between them. Links, as we11 as nodes, can 
then be named, such as "is part of" as in ''Associating is part of Exploting". Again, the 
manual operations for this process require little cognitive overhead and distract minimally 
from the conceptual task at hand. 

To produce a hierarchical relation among a small group of nodes, the user simply con
structs directed links from the superordinate node to each of the subordinate ones. Thus, 
in Figure 7, the writer linked a. node labelled "System Y.todes" to nodes labelled "Net
work", "Tree", "Editor", and "Text." However, since the rules of network mode are those 
of a directed graph. the system docs not "know" that these relations formed a hierarchy. 
Consequently, the system does not protect the writer from turning a hierarchy into a cyclic 
graph. 

Thus, l\ctwork Mode provides a set of system operations that facilitate the cogni
tive processes normally used during Exploration. It provides concrete representations of 
concepts, clusters, relations, and structures. And it permits easy tmnsformation of one 
well-defined intermediate product into another. Figure I, in which network mode has been 
resized to fill the screen, shows examples of ~hese various intermcdia~e products. 

Tree Mode 

Tree mode, which appears in the lower left quadrant of Figure 6, provides an em·iron
ment ~ailored to the organizational mode. The primary goal of this cognitive mod<' is to 
construct a coherent hierarchical structure for the docurnen~. The rationale for orgo.nizing 
the document as a hierarchy is found in ~he guidelines for effect ive documents, described 
above: 

• structured documents are more easily comprehended than nonstructured ones 

• hierarchy is a particularly effective, perhaps optimal, stn1cture 
• signaling the hierarchical structure through various typographical and rhetorical cues 

increases comprehension 

Although writers can construct trees or hierarchies in network mode, we elected to 
support exploration and organization in separate system modes because the two ar<l quite 
different. In exploration. constraints are lowered to empha.'li:>:e flexibili ty; in organization, 
constraints are tightened to emphasize coherence and consistency. 

The cogniti,·e processes for the two are also different. \\'hile noting superordinate and 
~ubordinate relations during exploration is a natural act, organization is a much more 
deliberate activity ~hat requires a different set of cognitive processes. Writers must think 
on a broader scale, noting relations among not just sm!tll gronps of concepts, as during 
exploration, but whole substructures of idellS. They must note parallel relations among 
corresponding sections of the tree and balance the o,·erall structure. Organization is, thus. 
a building task in which the parts must be fitted together with care and consistency to 
produce a coh<'renl structure for the rlocument. 

The intermediate product that can be defined and manipulated in tree mode is, of 
course. a hierarchical structure, represented as a tree. Each node may have se,·eral lin..l.:s 
that leave it but eaeh (except the root) can have one and only one link coming to it. This 
last restriction precludes cycles that would violate- the integrity of the hierarchy. Thus. in 
~rce mode the system "knows" thal the structure is hierarchical and ln$ttres its integrity. 

All operations within tree mod!' apply to a single tree. They include functions to define. 
develop, and edit a hientrchical structure rcpt·PSented as a tree. users begin by constructing 
a root node for the tre<'. They can th<'n construct a ne"· superordinate node that brromes 
thC' new root or a subordinate node, referred to us a "child"' of the "parent" node l.o which 
il is subordinate. Nodes us well as branches (a node and all of its d<>sct•ndants} <:fin also 



be moved from one location to another in the tree. F igure 8, in which tree mode has hel"n 
resized to fi ll the screen, shows a tree that ba.s been constructed using these operations. 

Although WE separates exploration and organization into two separate system modes. 
the two are closelv related. :\odes as well as small hierarchical structures can be moved 
from network mode into tree mode. Thus, work done during the exploratory process is 
not lost when writers shift from network to tree mode since intermediate produ~ts flow 
naturally (rom one mode to the other, as suggesi.ed in the discussion of cognitive modes, 
above. 

Finally, while r.he architecture of the system encourages writers to first use network 
mode for exploration before going to tree mode for organization, it does not require them 
to do so. Tf writers believe some stntcture other than a hierarchy is more appropriate, 
they can continue to work in network mode to develop an alternative organizatiou plan. 
For example, they could use network mode to construct a long string of nodes, a highly 
interconncct<'d network. even a single all-encompassing node that represents the entire 
(reductive) structure and then ,,,.rit.e the documem accordingly. Wit.h this approach, they 
could skip tree mode entirely. Thus, the system encour~tges strategies that have been 
shown to be effective, but does not require them. 

Editor Mode 

Editor mode, shown in the lower right quadrant of Figure 9, provides a standard text 
editor for <:~xpanding the concept represented by a node into prose. Thus, it supports the 
cognitive process of linguistic encoding. The intermediate product , of course. is a block of 
conventional text that is associated with a particular node. The underlring system rules 
are those of a linear sequence of characters divided into words, lines, paragraphs, etc. In 
future extensions of WE, the system will support editors for other kinds of data, such as 
graphics, sound, and video. 

Since the editor can be invoked from either network mode or tree mode. writers do 
not ba,·c to wait until the hierarchy for the document is complete to b<'gin 'vriting. They 
can expand a concept into text at any time after the node is created. Thus, the system 
can be used with a variety of writing strategies, including a pure three-stage approach, a 
recursive pattern, or a s tream of consciousness in wh.icl1 the entire text is written within a 
single node. 

Text Mode 

Text mode, shown in the uppCI' right quadrant of Figure 10, provid('s an environment 
for edi&ing the document. Hmve,•er, it has a different rel<\tion to the editing process than 
the other sy~tem modes have with their corresponding cognitive modes. As indicated in 
Figure 5, editing is a complex activity that involves three different cogniti,·e modes. The 
first addresses the global organization of the document and involves verifying large-scale 
fcatu.res aud, possibly. moving anc.l refitting htrge units, such as pru·agraphs and sections. 
The second focuses on coherenc<' relations among smaller segments, such a.s sentences. 
within an intermediate-scale frame of 1·eferencc, such as a paragraph or section. Using a 
third cognitive mode, writers edit the actual linguistic ex-pression to clarify sentences. to 
shift their meaning or empha.sis, and to make them morf> graceful. 

No single system mode supports all th ree rd iting modes. Rather. we presume that 
large-scale orgauizational editing will be done in tree or possibly n<'twMk mode, where the 
whole (hi<'rarch.ical) structure for the document can be seen and manipulated directly. At 
the other end of the spectrum, linguistic editing will be clone in editor mode. Tt:'Xt mode 
supports the intermediate editing mode that focuses on roherence rela tions within and 
between paragraphs and sections. 
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Figure 8: 
WE Tree Mode 
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Figure 9: 
WE Editor Mode 
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Figure 10: 
WE Text Mode 
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Text mode constructs a representation of the continuous document by stepping through 
the tree - from top to bot~om. left to right - interpreting each node label as a section 
heading for the block of text. associated with that particulnr node. Writers traverse the 
tree, both forward and backwards, using a scroll bar attached to the side of the text mode 
window. As they move the scroll bar up and down. the labels and the blocks of text 
associated with the various nodes are moved into and out of the three areas of the text 
mode window. When they pause in their progression through the overall document, a 
second scroll bar attached to each of the three areas pennies them to scroll through the 
text for that particular node. Thus, by scrolling to the bottom of one section and the top 
of t he following section, wri ters can see how t he text in two adjacent nodes fits together. 

\Vithin each area, they can edit the text for that node using the editor, just as in editor 
mode. They can also move text from one area/node to another, and they can edit section 
headings (node labels), as well. However, the node itself can't be deleted or moved from 
within text mode. This can be done only from tree mode. 

vVhile not its primary function, texl mode also provides easy documen~ browsing. Since 
it can be invoked not just fr·om the root of the tree but from any node in the st<'ucture. 
the user can move around in the document quickly and easily using tree mode and then 
settle down to read a particular section using text mode. Thus, WE provides a form of 
hypertext. 

Options Not Included in WE 

Earlier, we discussed design decisions that led to incorporating ,·arious system functions 
in WE. Here, we describe several possible functions that we decided against. These include 
1\ possible mode for analy~ing the rhetorical situation and, second. a mode for managing 
the various goals generated during writing. 

Situational Analysis Mode 

Writers must understand their readers and the rhetorical context for their document if 
they hope to communicate effectively. Consequently. we included in the cognitive modes 
shown in Figure ~a situational analysis mode that should be a part of any writer's planning. 
However, we did not include in WE a corresponding system mode. Instead, we dr!'w the 
boundary of the system arow1d the content of che document, per u. The system deals 
with ideas. relations. structures. tex t, and, soon. graphics. It does not help the writer 
analyze the rhetorical situation. For the present, we lefl this important concern to method 
and instruction. 

One of us , in collaborat ion with Catherine F. Smith of Syracuse University, has devel
oped a s trategic method for writing (Stnith & Smith, 1987] that includes three heurist ic 
procedures to help writers tun1 implicit. d ispersed knowledge of the rhetorical situation 
into explicit. usnblt> insights. The first procedure helps writers identify the many different 
readers or kinds of readers that may read the document. The second helps them set pnor
ilics among readers and determine Lhe limits of readers' expected prior knowledge of the 
document's subject matter. The third helps them evalut>te change: how much change in 
knowledge and/or attitude should the document attempt to produce in ordf'r for the writer 
to attain ills or her desired goals? These three heuristics arc highly visual and could be 
incorporatf'd into the system as an additional mode: situational analysis mode. At some 
future time. we may do so. but we want tO gain more experience with the current sybtem 
before extending its design to address extz·insic concerns. 
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Goal Managem ent 

Writing is a goal-directed acth.;ty. As noted above. Flower and Hayes s~est that 
writers generate a number of different goals as they relax and tighten constrrunts in or
der to produce different intermediate representations. We offered a somewhat different 
perspective. When writers adopt a part icular mode of thinking, they do so in order to 
accomplish a specific task. That task is made concrete in the form of the imermediate 
products that can be developed in that mode. Thus, we view goals as an inherent part of 
the respective cognitive modes. Consequently, WE does not include separate functions for 
generating and managing goals, per je. Rather, it incorporates planning and goal-~etting 
directly in the form of the specific, tangible products it supports in the respective system 
modes and the provisions it makes for their natural flow from one mode to another. Thus. 
the most important aspects of task management have been incorporated into system design 
rather than remaining a concern writers must consciously manage 

Ot her Considerations 

Space does not permit us to discuss a number of important, but less ftuldamental, 
design decisions. One of the most obvious is WE's spatial representation of structure and 
its direct manipulation controls. Thus. hierarchy is represented as a tree rather than as an 
outline. We regard the decision to use a spatial, versus linguistic, form as important, and 
we made it deliberately and with support from earlier cognitive Studies. We are currently 
testing that assumption experimentally in a study of subjects' abili ties to perceive, recall. 
and manipulate structures presented in different forms. We will review that literature as 
well as relevant decisions when we report those results. 

Testing 

In the first section of this paper, we reviewed the literature in cognitive psychology 
and composition theory in order to synthesize a cognitive basis for a computer wri ting 
environment. In the second, we showed how that basis influenced key design decisions for 
\\'E. \Vhile we believe our logic was sound, we also believe both the synthesis and the 
system should be tested. To help with this testing, we have developed three uew tools. 

First, we have included an automatic tracking function in WE. Vvl1en turned on, it 
produces a detailed transcript for a. ses:>ion in which each action performed by the user is 
recorded a.long with the time and other rele,-ant infonnation. such as the location of a node 
for a create node operation. These data constitute a concurrent protocol that is gathered 
unobtrusively and in a machine-readable form, ready for a.na.lysis. Thus, these data avoid 
one of the most serious problems posed by think-aloud protocols - i.e., distortion of the 
user's cognitive processes [Nisbett & Wilson, 1977; Ericsson & Simon, 1980j. 

\Yhil<.• these data can be ana.lyzed directly, we use them with a second tool - 11 session 
replay program. Accepting the protocol data recorded by the tracker as input, the replay 
program reproduces the session so that the researcher and/or the uRer can observe it. 
Thus, we can watch a lL~er 's session unfold, in time that approximates the original sessiou. 
''speeded up" or "slowed down," or we can manually step though the session, operation 
by operation. With this program, we can see factors such as the order in which the 
various system modes ere engaged; the operations that were used in combination; IIIld the 
products that were constructed, their order of creation, and the particular t-ransformations 
that turned one form into another. We <·an also observe patterns in the structure of ideas 
that led to recursiv<' invocation of one mode or process from another. Thu~. the replay 
program provides a valuable tool for analysis of protocol data by inspection. 
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It also provides a mechanism for gathering retrospective think-aloud protocols. This 
can be done by asking writer!~ who produced the transcripts to observe their sessions and 
comment on their thinking and intentions for different operations or sequences. These 
protocols are, thus. gathered after-the-fact but in response to re-enactments of :;essions 
completed just a short time before. \Vhile these protocols must be tested more thoroughly 
to establish their validity and reliability, we anticipate that the error introduced by re
enactment will be less than that produced by intederence and delay for concurrent think
aloud protocols. 

T he t hird tool we are developing is a grammar to parse the protocols produced by the 
tracker. Since we consider this one of the most important tasks in our program of research, 
we will first describe the grammar itself and then its uses and implications. 

In general, a grammar takes as its input a sequence of "terminal'' symbols and produces 
as its output a parse tree that describes the structure of that sequence. The major con
stituents of the parse tree are "nontenninal" symbols that identify categories or pattems in 
~he sequence of terminal symbols ot· in othct' lower level non terminals. Thus, for a natural 
lang\1age such as English, the terminal symbols are the words and the nonterminals arc 
categories, such as "noun" or "verb,"' or patterns. such as "noun phrase'' or "verb phrase." 

For our application, the terminals are the symbols produced by the protocol tracker 
that represent basic user actions. such as pointing to a particular node or selecting an 
option from a menu. T he nooterminals identify patterns or categories, such as a "create 
node" operation comprised of t he act ions "point to the location for the node," "select" 
thC' create node option from the menu," and "type the name or label for the node." The 
resulting parse tree for some portion of the transcript identifies the kind of intermediate 
product being developed, the cognitive process being used, a.'ld the cognitive mode in 
which the writer is currently engaged. 

To be more specific, our grammar is defined in terms of five levels of nbstractiou. The 
fi rst level - the terminal symbols for the grammar - represents the user's actions. This is 
the protocol transcript produced by the tracker. The symbols representing those actions 
are mapped onto a second level of slightly more abstract symbols that identify operations, 
such as the create node operation described above. Operations are then mapped onto 
a third-level of symbols that represent intermediate products, such as isolated conc('pts, 
clusters. relations, structures, blocks of text, etc. At the fourth level, the grammar infers 
the cognitive processes being used by the writer to construct those products, such as 
recalling ideas from memory, associating them. or encoding them linguistically. Finally, 
lh<' grammar infers the cognitivf' mode the writer is inhabiting at a particular time, such 
as exploring. organizing. or structural editing. 

The b'fammar solves several problems posed by think-aloud protocols. First, its rllll.a 
rerluction capabil ities allow more efficient a.nd extensive protocol analyst-s. A major prob
lem posed by think-aloud protocols is the voluminous data they generate. The protocols 
generated by the WE tracker are also voluminous, but the grammar can reduce that in
formation to manageable proportions. For example, a researcher interested in writers' 
global strategies might focus on their modal shif~s- The grammar can produce a high-b·cl 
representation of modal shifts for a session that would typically range from Lhree or four 
to several dozen symbols - one for each shift. Since the data can be recot·ded and parsed 
automatically, the researcher can !malyzc a large number of protocols. for actual-use as 
well as experimental conditions. The grammar also makes practical longitudinal titudit>s 
b~Wed on cxtensi ve protocol data. 

Still another problem posed by think-aloud protocols is consistency of iott>rpretation. 
Pmtocols arc often incomplete', and subjects frequently dE-scribe their mental action~ llln
biguously. While techniques have been developed to increase the 1·eliabillty of coders, the 
process is still frequently subjective. With out· protocol grammar, tb(' subject ive el~>ment 
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has been shifted from interpretation ~o rule definition. In order to write the rules that 
map symbols on one level onto symbols on another, we must interpret specific pa~terns. 
However, that interpreta~ion is done once per pat~em (within a given context) and it is ex
plicit. Thus, the grammar rules can be debated, reconciled with subjects' verbal accounts , 
and modified; but once accepted, they become axiomatic. Thereafter, protocols will be 
interpreted by the granuna.r consistently and objectively, relative to those rules 

Finally, the grammar consti~utes a formal descriptive model of writers' cognitive inter· 
actions with the system. The grammar is a model since it characterizes writers' cognit.ive 
behavior with respect to WE. It is formal since it consists of a. set of precise, logical rules 
for mapping from one set of well-defined symbols to another. Jt is descriptive since its 
symbols identify the cogni tive modes engaged by the writer, the cognitive processes used, 
and the intermediate products defined or constructed. 

In our discussion of Hayes and Flower, we suggested that to be considered valid a 
formal model should be tested and refined in response to actual protocols. The model we 
propose can be evaluated in several ways. First, since it is well-defined, it can be analyzed 
internally for consistency and ambiguity. That is. its rules can he analyzed to see if any 
contradict one another or if different rules interpret the same pattern differently. If so. rult:>s 
ran be modified or added to correct the grammar. Second, it can be calibrated with respect 
to think-aloud protocols. Since a session can be replayed and users asked to comment on 
their thinking, we can compare their verbal accounts with the characterizations produced 
by the grammar. If the two are inconsistent, we can probe writers further as to their 
intentions and. again, add or modify rules to make specific corrections. Third, we can test 
its adequacy. Since the grammar operates on concrete data the protocols recorded by the 
tracker - any segments that cannot bE! interpreted by the grammar will reveal themselves in 
~he form of symbol sequences that are not mapped to higher level symbols. Such instances 
will indicate that ~he model has not included some particular mental activity and will tell 
us where we ne.ed to add rules to do so. 

A different kind of test involves utility. Does the grammar produce representations 
of writers' co .. nitive interactions with the system that are interesting and can be used to 
address significant questions? We believe so. We are jus~ beginning to use these tools in a 
series of experinwnts and actual-use studies. Some of the questions that can be considered, 
and that we hope to answer, include the following: 

• \Vhat cognitive processes are used iu combina~ion with one another? 
• How are different processes distribu~ed over the writing process as a whole? 

• At what stage are var ious intermerliate products created or transformed? Using which 
proce;ses? 

• \Vhat features of the conceptual structure trigger recursive in,·ocation of one process 
from another? one mode (rom another? 

• \\'hat ru-e the specific differences in st rategy between novice and expert writNs? 

• \\'hich strategies produce more effecti\·e versus less effective documents'' 

• How do writers' strategies change over t ime? 
• What is the impact of instruction? 

• What is the impact of the writing system? 
• Do the combinations of processes, products, goal5, and constraints predicted by the 

concept of cognitive mode actually occur? 
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Thus, we believe our grammar /model can be refined in response to actual protocols 
and that it ran address questions of sufficirnt interest for it to be considered useful. Like 
H nyes and Flower, we see it not a.~ an end but as a starting point. Over the next several 
years we will test it and devdop it. 

Conclusion 

In summary, we see our work as an integrated program of research that began with 
a description of the cognitive premises ou which it is based. That cognitive basis was 
then used to gwde the design of a computer Y."riting environment that closely mirrors 
writers' mental function. Third, we developed new tools for studying writers working 
within a computer writing environment. Finally, we are designing experiments and actual
use studies to lest the entire construct. The results will, no doubt, lead to refinements in 
the underlying cognitive basis, which, in turn, w:ill lead to changes in the systern. which 
will lettd to . . . . The cycle of successive refinement we hope will lead to a. hct.ler 
understanding of writing, thinking, and computing and their inherent interdependenci<'s. 
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